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The immediate aftermath of Hurricane Katrina
was an ever growing catastrophe, especially in
New Orleans. Arguably contributing to the carnage
was a breakdown in decision-making at multiple
levels. Finally, after parts of greater New Orleans
had become a rank bowl of fetid soup, Lieutenant
General Russel Honore, “The Ragin’ Cajun,” rode in
commanding Joint Task Force Katrina, immediately
taking charge in a gruff and effective manner
that was welcomed by a population fed up with
leaders failing to lead. A local hero, he’s fondly
remembered barking orders and admonishing
even the press, “Don’t get stuck on stupid.”
Being absorbed with care-giving can cause
people to be so focused on immediate needs
that they have trouble taking a wider view. As
an old saying goes: “When you’re up to your
neck in alligators, it’s easy to forget your first
objective was to drain the swamp.” Unsolved
problems may fester the longer they’re left
unattended. Opportunities can be missed.
If you’re caring for a loved one with diminishing
capabilities, you may not notice when you start
getting burned out. That’s common. The last thing
you need added to your list of tasks is dealing
with government agencies that frequently provide
misleading or incorrect information, specifically
Medicaid. You may think you, or your loved one,
will never need or qualify for Medicaid. But if you or
a family member need long-term care, Medicaid is
the primary payer of long-term care in this country.
Knowing how to qualify for benefits can mean
not losing everything saved up over a lifetime,
having it consumed long before dying and being

without resources to make life more comfortable.
Having helped people deal with these problems
for over a decade, I’ve seen many squander estates
trying to tackle these things on their own. A big
mistake families frequently make is not knowing
what they don’t know. Someone was in the office
today who had done some planning with the help of
an attorney obviously inexperienced in preserving
assets when people need immediate long-term care
or care within five years. Most are inexperienced
with this type of planning. They made a colossal
mess that will take a lot of work to straighten out.
The attorney did tell them they needed to keep
their parent out of a nursing home for five years;
but there was apparently no Plan B in case health
conditions worsened sooner, which is just what
happened. This is one of many cases we’ve seen
where families doing the wrong thing was far worse
than doing nothing. Most attorneys have little
or no experience with helping clients preserve
assets in immediate long-term care situations or
where care is needed within five years. We have
many years of helping with these types of cases.
So before digging yourself a deeper
hole, I recommend the following:
• Watch our online videos at
safeplanningseminars.net which are
available 24/7. Download the free materials,
including our Risk Assessment Worksheet.
• Attend one of our live workshops. The next is on
May 4th in Shreveport. Or call for an appointment
to meet with us. We don’t charge for an initial
consultation to discuss your unique situation.
Continued on Page 2...

I just did a week's worth
of cardio after walking into
a spider web.
I don't mean to brag, but I
finished my 14-day diet in 3
hours and 20 minutes.
A recent study has found that
women who carry a little extra
weight live longer than the men
who mention it.
How to prepare Tofu:
1. Throw it in the trash.
2. Grill some meat.
Senility has been a smooth
transition for me.
I love being over 60. I learn
something new every day…
and forget five others.
A thief broke into my house last
night, and he was searching
for money, so I woke up and
searched with him.
My dentist told me I need a
crown. I was like: I KNOW, right?
I think I'll just put an "Out of
Order" sticker on my forehead
and call it a day.

Continued from Page 1…

• Gather your important documents so they will be available if needed without
a lot of searching in case you or a loved one needs care. These can include
but are not limited to deeds and titles to all titled property, account statements
to all accounts, insurance papers, powers of attorney and wills.
The best thing you can do is to get advice sooner rather than later—when you may
have missed opportunities to preserve more of your estate, or that of your loved one. But
remember, too, that even at the last minute, even when someone is already receiving care,
there are usually strategies that can be implemented to avoid losing everything. We often
help families save practically everything, or at least most of the estate. The key is not getting
mired in the quicksand of not asking for help with so much at stake. As Blake Rainey, President
of SAFE Planning, frequently says at our workshops: “We’re here for those who want help.”

Perceptions
By Elaine Marze
I was blindsided one day after my husband died when a married acquaintance told me,
“I love doing things with you, but I can’t hang out with you anymore because now you’re
a single woman, and it wouldn’t be good for my reputation.” I sweetly shared with her
how stupid I thought her reasoning was, and that her perception of “unmarried” women
is depriving her of other exciting adventures like when we were on a road trip talking and
visiting until we noticed the car was filled with smoke. Reacting quickly I pulled off the road to
discover that a back tire had gone flat a ways back and caught on fire. Who knew they’d
do that? Since we were in the middle of nowhere we finally accepted a ride back to town with
two seemingly nice young men who stopped to help us. That’s when we experienced
an exciting rush of adrenalin when one of them said they’d just been released from prison.
Then a second time I wasn’t so blindsided when a married female friend told me sadly
that she couldn’t go places with me anymore because her husband didn’t let her “run
around” with women who aren’t married, and since I was now a widow… Her husband
did acknowledge that the cancer that caused my singleness was not my fault, which was big
of him (read sarcasm here). Thankfully, my experience with this type of mind-set has been
limited to these two incidences, but it is sad that it causes people to miss out on opportunities
and friendships.
Somehow these people’s perceptions have become skewed as to how a person’s
married status affects their actions and behavior. I don’t do anything as a widow that I didn’t
do as a married woman, and certainly not anything immoral, ungodly or illegal (except for
occasionally speeding). I could maybe understand if her husband objected to my driving
because he knew about the time I hit a bloated dead deer on the highway thinking it was
a pile of cardboard. Bones and antlers can really tear up the underside of a car and all that
splattered blood and gore was not only messy but smelly.
I have also conversed with people whose perceptions of financial advisors are flawed.
People have said, “All they care about is collecting a big fee.” Or, “There’s no way they
can help us save our inheritance because the government will take it anyway.” Or, “We’re
spending $6,000 a month on the nursing home, and there’s nothing anybody can do about it.”
Some people lose out on blessings, opportunities and relationships because they are so
close-minded that they won’t at least consider a different point of view. With a little time and
willingness to investigate the matter, especially when they are offered a free consultation,
folks might not only have their perceptions enlightened, but also come out ahead
financially—a condition guaranteed to give our clients happy hearts.
We have success stories piled on success stories. Testimonies of assets S.A.F.E. Planning
has saved have been the backbone of our business, and personal recommendations keep
our phones ringing. Don’t let preconceived misconceptions keep you from benefiting from the
services we can provide. Call the office today to set up your free consultation or schedule Ric,
Blake or Steve to speak at group meetings.

REMEMBERING MOM’S CLOTHESLINE RULES
(If you don ' t know what clotheslines are, you better skip this.)
1. You had to hang the socks by the toes, NOT the top.
2. You hung pants by the BOTTOM cuffs, NOT the waistbands.
3. You had to WASH the clothesline(s) before hanging any clothes—walk the
entire length of each line with a damp cloth around the lines.
4. You NEVER hung a shirt by the shoulders - always by the tail! What would
the neighbors think?
5. Wash day on a Monday! NEVER hang clothes on the weekend, or on Sunday,
for Heaven's sake!
6. Hang the sheets and towels on the OUTSIDE lines so you could hide your
"unmentionables" in the middle (perverts & busybodies, y'know!)
7. It didn't matter if it was sub-zero weather. Clothes would "freeze-dry."
8. ALWAYS gather the clothes pins when taking down dry clothes! Pins left
on the lines were "tacky"!
9. If you were efficient, you would line the clothes up so that each item did
not need two clothes pins, but shared one of the clothes pins with the next
washed item.
10. Clothes off of the line before dinner time, neatly folded in the clothes
basket, and ready to be ironed.
11. IRONED??!! Well, that's a whole OTHER subject!

Don't Forget—

COMPLIMENTARY
PUBLIC WORKSHOPS
WEDNESDAY
May 4, 2016
10 am - Noon
SHREVE MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Broadmoor Branch
1212 Captain Shreve Drive
(one block north of Preston)
Shreveport, LA 71105

n Please call (318) 869-3133 to get
times / locations, and then to make
your reservations, or register online
at safeplanning.net/event.
Invite friends, family members, and
anyone you care about to attend our
workshops. This is important to everyone
who wants to protect an estate from
devastating nursing home costs and/or
costly investing mistakes.
Ask about our RAM Workshop.

Many of our clients are veterans and so are Steve, Ric, Sharon and Faison.
Remember Memorial Day, May 30, 2016.
S.A.F.E. Planning has been helping families since its inception in 1998 and has received
recognition nationwide for our expertise in Medicaid Planning. We have become one of
the foremost authorities on Medicaid Planning in the nation, and our expertise and
knowledge in Medicaid planning is sought by attorneys, CPAs, health care professionals
and financial planners.
Medicaid planning for long-term care is one of the most complex areas of estate planning
in America. In many cases, seniors are ill advised by well meaning although misinformed
nursing home administrators, family members and even elder law attorneys that simply do
not understand the many planning strategies that can be used to reposition both income
and assets to meet the limits set forth by the state and federal government. We hear of
case after case where seniors have misinterpreted government issued brochures or were
given inaccurate information about Medicaid eligibility requirements and as a result, have
unnecessarily lost their entire life’s savings. Many seniors feel that they have no other option
than to attempt to care for a spouse or loved one at home and do so at the expense of their
own physical, emotional and mental well being. At S.A.F.E. Planning, Inc., it is our mission to
equip seniors with the information needed to guide them in the right direction and help
them obtain the benefits they are legally entitled to receive.

Kids today don't
know how easy they
have it. When I was
young, I had to walk
nine feet through shag
carpet to change the
TV channel.
*Rainey Asset Management, Inc. is a Registered Investment Advisory Firm
registered in Florida, Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana.
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A woman hurried to the pharmacy to get medication, got back to her car
and found that she had locked her keys inside. The woman found an old
rusty coat hanger left on the ground. She looked at it and said, "I don't
know how to use this." She bowed her head and asked God to send
her some HELP.
Within 5 minutes a beat-up old motorcycle pulled up, driven by a
tattooed, bearded man who was wearing an old biker skull rag. He got
off of his cycle and asked if he could help.
She said: "Yes, my daughter is sick, and I've locked my keys in my
car. I must get home. Please, can you use this hanger to unlock my
car?" He said, "Sure." In less than a minute the car was open. She
hugged the man and through tears said, "Thank You, God, for
sending me such a very nice man." The man heard her little
prayer and replied, "Lady, I am NOT a nice man. I just got
out of prison yesterday for car theft." The woman hugged
the man again, sobbing, "Oh, thank you, God! You even
sent me a Professional!"

WISHING YOU A

MAY 8, 2016

A policeman called the station
to report on a shooting. “An old lady
just shot her husband because
he walked on the floor she’d
just mopped.”
“Did you arrest her?”
“Not yet. The floor is still wet.”

